
What do you do when things get tough? Do you respond with a phrase like “I’ll do it / 

fix it / sort it out myself”? Do you turn to someone or something for help?

The first several chapters of Isaiah are addressed to the people of Judah in a time when 

they were relatively prosperous. While things were generally going well, however, there 

was the looming threat of invasion by the Assyrians. With the threat continuing to grow, 

where do the Israelites turn? They could turn to God and trust in him for salvation, but 

they instead turn to themselves. Forgetting that their prosperity was a gift from God 

to begin with, they believe that they, through their wealth, might be able to rescue 

themselves. As Old Testament scholar Walter Brueggemann writes, “prosperity breeds 

amnesia” (Brueggemann, Sabbath as Resistance). In short, it doesn’t end well for the 

Israelites with this self-rescue plan.

The prophet Isaiah forecasts a time when the Israelites’ plan will have failed and they 

will have found themselves destitute. Yet, even in their darkened circumstances, they 

continue to “look toward the earth” (Is. 8:22) in an attempt to find a solution within 

themselves. As Pastor Tim Keller notes on this passage, “Yes, they say, we are in darkness, 

but we can overcome it ourselves” (Keller, Hidden Christmas). Keller goes on to make 

the connection that we modern people are inclined to do the same: “Some look more 

to the state, some more to the market, and everyone looks to technology. Yet they share 

the identical assumption. Things are dark but we believe we can end that darkness with 

intellect and innovation.”

Our experience teaches us some situations are so tough that even if  we 
respond earnestly and really try to fix it ourselves, we simply can’t do so 
through our own power and ingenuity. We are dependent on God to rescue 
us. The good news of  Christmas is that he has come to do so.  
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QUESTION TO CONSIDER:
Is there something in your life that you are trying to fix yourself (a relationship, 

habit, situation, addiction) that you need to bring before God in prayer? 

What would it look like to rely on him to fix it rather than striving to fix it 

by yourself?
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